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A version control system or VCS is a software tool which allows you to manage multiple revisions of the same
file, i.e source code files. Version control software helps keep track of modifications made to the file over time.
Files are regularly pushed to repositories online as the users continue to update the file. This allows the user
to preview earlier versions of the file if need be.
Below is a graphical representation of a version control system. The VCS allows multiple actors to cooperate
and work collaboratively on files. Using a version control system users can push (upload) and pull (download)
files from a repository as they continue to develop their files.

Issues software developers face with source-code management without a VCS
A common issue when dealing with code or information that is stored on a computer is handling the changes
you make to the file. After making changes such as adding/deleting something in the file you may find later
that you want to undo that particular change. At a very basic level this can be as simple as clicking undo in a
word processor. However, at a more advanced level such as developing source code as a software developer,
things aren’t this simple and simply re-saving the file under a different name, i.e ‘Project v2 FINAL.CPP’ will
not be sufficient. Creating duplicate files is a very common yet very inefficient way of handling different
versions of a particular file, it can be an absolute nightmare for software developers who are continuously
improving and updating their code. Using a version control system such as Git allows the user to know who
made changes to a file (if working on code collaboratively), when the changes were made and also what
changes were made to the file.
How the use of version control software can mitigate source-code management issues
When using a version control system rather than simply saving a document after you have made changes to
it you commit it. Committing is a save-like feature where the version control system stores the particular
version of the file at the time of committing. When you commit a file to a repository you have to define an
accompanying message which typically states the reason for the change. However, when another commit is
made rather than overwriting the existing file it simply stores the new version of the file while also keeping a
copy of previous versions in its history. Therefore, the user can check the different changes that have been
made to the file at a later date. And so version control systems can solve the issue of reviewing previous
changes made to the file and allow one version of the file to be used at all times rather than having many
duplicates of the file.
Version control software has become essential for collaboration of work. With a version control system
everybody who wishes to work on the file can do so freely. Users can simply pull the latest version of the file
from the repository and commit when necessary. The VCS will allow for merges of changes from different
users into one common version of the file. When multiple people work together on the same file but have
different tasks such as fixing bugs or adding new features to the code they can use different branches to work
on. This means that each task can be worked on independently of each other, and then down the line the
branches can be merged.
The screenshots below shows a very basic example of using version control software for source-code
development. The first screenshot shows the original version of main.cpp while the second while shows the
updated version of the file. The source code control system NTU uses is called WARREN, this particular source
code control system highlights the changes made so they are clearly visible; red for what has been removed
from the file and green for what has been added.
Using a version-control system – Git
Git is the world’s most popular version control system, it is not only mature but also actively maintained. In
this tutorial I will not only be covering how to get started with Git but I will also be going over its main
uses/commands with the use of examples.
Installing Git
To get started with Git the first thing you need to do is install Git on your machine, Git is supported in most
up-to-date unix based operating systems and can be installed using the command line (refer to Git’s website
for instructions on how to do so). Git can also be installed on windows machines, however in order to do so
you will need to install their Git bash shell.

Getting started with Git – git config
Now that you have Git on your machine it is recommended that you do a couple of things to customise your
Git environment. In your command line you can run a command – ‘git config’, this will allow you to set
configuration variables which can change different aspects of Git. Using git config you can tell git who you
are, it allows you to configure a name and email address to be later used with your commits. Furthermore,
you can configure what default text editor will be used when you need to view/edit text using Git. An
example of the use of this command is shown in the screenshot below.
Setting up a repository
Once you have installed Git and created the config file you can now begin to use Git. To start off using Git
you want to create a repository for you to store your work in. You can do this by using the ‘git init
[repository_name]’ command. Running this command will initialise an empty Git repository with the name
you specified and create a new master branch. Below is a screenshot showing an example of this.
Cloning a repository
If a project has already been setup in a Git repository then the git clone command is usually what is used to
retrieve a copy of the repository to be stored and worked on locally. To clone a repository you simply write
‘git clone <repository URL> , once the repository has been cloned you can then work on it in your local
branch. Below is an example of using the git clone command using a URL from a repo on Github.
Pulling from a remote repository
Using the ‘git pull’ command essentially pulls the changes from a remote repository and and integrates those
changes into your current local branch. As using git pull merges the changes in the remote repository into
your local repository you can encounter something called a merge conflict. I will briefly cover merges and
merge conflicts later in the tutorial. Below is a screenshot of me using the git pull command on a project
repository I am currently working on.
Status of a repository
Using the git status command tells us a few pieces of important information. Firstly, it tells the user what
branch you are currently on, which is very important especially if you are working with multiple branches.
Furthermore, it also tells you’re tracked and untracked files, which means files that have and haven’t been
staged (staging is the step before the commit process, covered later in the tutorial). Below is an example of
using the git status command with the repository we recently created. I saved ‘test_commit.rtf’ in the new
repo and so it is coming up as untracked, this is because we have not added the file to the staging area yet.
Staging a file for a commit
Staging a file simply means preparing it for a commit. You stage a file by using the command ‘git add
[file_name]’. You must stage a file in order to commit it, however, if you stage a file but no longer wish to
commit it then you can unstage the file following the instructions in the command line. Below is a screenshot
showing of the status of the repo following the git add, as you can see test_commit.rtf has moved from
‘untracked files’ to ‘changes to be committed’.
Committing a file
Committing a file essentially records the changes you have made to the repository, once the file has been
committed it is ready to be pushed to the remote repository. You commit a file by using the command ‘git
commit -m[commit message]’. When you commit a file you can specify a message to accompany the commit

as to why you are committing the file, usually a small message containing what has been changed. This
message is especially important when looking at past versions of source code to see what has been changed
along the way. Below is a screenshot showing the process of committing a file.
Pushing a file to a remote repository
Once you have staged and committed the files you wish to upload to the remote repository you are then
ready to push those files. Pushing is essentially transferring the commits in your local repository to the
remote repository. When using the ‘git push’ command you need to be careful as it can potentially overwrite
changes made by others. Below is a screenshot of the process of staging, committing and pushing a file to a
remote repository.
Branches
Git branches are effectively independent lines of development. Branches help isolate your work from other
users who are also working on the same project. Branches are essential for splitting up tasks, you will always
want to create a new branch to encapsulate your changes, branches can later be merged into a single
branch. You can create a new branch using the git command ‘git branch [branch_name]’, you can list the
current branches in the repository by using ‘git branch’, with the branch that you are currently on highlighted
with an asterisk. If you wish to switch to a different branch you use the command ‘git checkout
[branch_name]’. Below is an example of me using the commands mentioned above, from listing the branches
to creating a branch to then switching to that branch.
Merging
The git merge command lets you merge the different branches that have been created in the repository into
one single branch. As I mentioned in the branches section of this tutorial, many branches are created for
different tasks so they can stay independent of one another and so merging is essential to combine all the
branches into one. Git merge is used to merge two branches together, you use the command ‘git merge
[branch_name]’ to merge a different branch into your active branch. In the example below I merged the ‘test’
branch into my master branch.
However, merging isn’t always this simple, sometimes you can run into something called a merge conflict.
Merge conflicts usually come about when the merging of the two branches has changes in the same file,
often Git can work this out on its own, however there are times when it needs the users help. This is usually
the case when the same line in the file has been changed on both branches, Git simply does not know which
version of the file is correct and so there is a merge conflict which you as the user will then have to fix.
What are continuous-integration servers?
Continuous integration is a software development practice used in many coding projects. An automation
verification system is setup to run a series of tests when there is a new merge into the repository. Therefore,
each time source code is updated and pushed to the remote repository the user will know if there any
issues/bugs with the new updated code. Developers use this so they do not have to hunt down an issue with
the code after a very large merge, testing the code each step of the way helps narrow down any potential
issues.
Why are continuous-integration servers used in software development?
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